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Abstract

purpose oJ'this study is that service sector exi.\ts along with another sector development. Sen'ice
sector does not only give facilities, but also as activity that can show good result output u,hich becomes
important effort especially in facing the economic challenge at this globalization era.
Methodology - That is used in this study has determined the population of ll53 food ancl bet,erage indttstrial
companies which have multi-business and multi-products in East Java area according to the Indonesiart
Bttsiness Field Classdication in 2002 based on the BPS data of East Java province that consists oJ 28 regencies
and 6 cities. Wereas, the sample of this study consists of I l7 industrial companies offood ancl beverage.
Conclusion - IJ'there is a competitor i.ssue in internal area, so the first thing that shotld be done is paying the
attention to the internal efJiciency but not making decision to it like reducing cost or employee redundancy.
However, the company should try to change the strategy by improving the quatity and building good
relationship with consumers.
Implications * A company will give appreciation or praise the employee and emphasize on doing the important
quality culture. Second effect, besides internal effect is external elfect, shaped consumer satisfaction statement
that wil.l increase service business.
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1. Introduction

that is

Service sector development dominates
more another sebtor also reflects better quality
in social life. Industrial society era differs

from industrial society. In industrial society
era, the standard of life is not measured by the
total quantity goods that is produced, but
measured by doing with life quality which is
more important in service areas. Life in this
time focuses more on interaction with human
beings in order to convince the other parties

''

work at agricultural sector and
12.6% work at industrial sector. With total
citizens in such a way and at the moment, the
citizens in Indonesia achieve more or less 23 1
million. This prediction shows that 10 years
later the national income will grow until 63oh
44o/o

although actually innovation principles show
good result in the previous time.

2. Theoretical
2.1 Innovation

about ideas or services at the market.

Robert N. L. (2006), that innovation is the
implementation of a new idea. Two impoftant

Background from this study is that to
make a new service innovation and new
technology adoption process management
happen. In this era time, in general service
dominates more in social life related with
economic activity. Service sector does not
only give facilities, but also as activity that can

tlpes'

of

innovation are product imovation

(new things and process innovation) which are
new ways of doing things. Product innovations
are changes in outputs (goods or seruice) to
increase consumer value. Process innovations
are changes in the transportation of inputs into
outputs. Successful innovation comes from
clear communication, larowledge sharing, and
creative problem solving.
lnnovation is concept multidimensional
that consists of four dimensions that is:
a) Leadership orientation demons position
companies in what company as first-tothe-market, the company as second player

show good result output which becomes
imporlant effort especially in facing the
economic challenge at this globalization era.
In the year 1996, service sector in lndonesia
contributed 40Yo untll 600/o from national
income. With the total citizens more or less
215 million and total workers 59 million
people; 43.4% work at service sector, the rest
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new ways of doing things. Product innovations
are changes in outputs (goods or seruice) to
increase consumer value. Process innovations
are changes in the transportation of inputs into
outputs. Successful innovation comes from
clear communication, larowledge sharing, and
creative problem solving.
lnnovation is concept multidimensional
that consists of four dimensions that is:
a) Leadership orientation demons position
companies in what company as first-tothe-market, the company as second player

show good result output which becomes
imporlant effort especially in facing the
economic challenge at this globalization era.
In the year 1996, service sector in lndonesia
contributed 40Yo untll 600/o from national
income. With the total citizens more or less
215 million and total workers 59 million
people; 43.4% work at service sector, the rest
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second-to-the-market,

or

according to organize and dircctional so that
give to chance to create also social'
Technology is factor enough important in

late-entrant

(Maidique and Patch, 1988).
b) Type innovation represents manufacturing
innovation combination that is process that
done and product that Produced to
company (Betz, 1987).
c) I-nnovation source that explain innovation
activity execution, does innovation come

do service innovation radically, With
implementation in service quicker be

compared competitor other can evoke a
competitive superiority and building loyal

customer communities tor'vards seruice
product companies, the exarnple visible in
tnline bookstore; amazon' com' Technology

from internal company,

external
companies or both (Mansheld, 1988)'
d) Investment level includes good investment
in the case of finance investment, also
human resource investment (Thomson and

progresses (advances) often are base radical
t"*i"" innovation- Thereby service firm must

enclose monitoring technology

Ewer, l9B9)

2.2

Service Innovation

lnnovation not only be a process to create
something that new, but also be product actual
or outcome (result), For a service, outcome not

J., 1994). While

Table l. Service Innovation by

-

Service
source

innovation is offered, a certain service has
already been changed and improved from the
previous time (Gilbert. C, 2003).
History born it innovation doesn't quit of
Peter F's idea. Drucker in 1954 that is
according to him has only two functions that
are marketiug's and lnnovation. Innovation is
defined as change that creates a bow
performance dimension. Following (Drucker'
P.F (1985) propose that environment change
that faced to company to give to chance to
give birth to something new and differ pass
systematic innovation that needs change

Type of Services
Jet piane energy with power crosses
ta1l so that make Possible

Energy

intercon(inental
I{"t"l At""* ,",t Staging of a disease
soort in-door
Cffi ttq"td;aterials makes {iiends

Design
nhvsical

"t
with environment
f*t in fi." und Total QualitY

Materials
Method

Managemcnt

Information

E-commerce's infomration in intemet
with cable television

Gronroos 1990 (Jasfar, 2005) furthermore
give a approach or guide in composed serrice
innovation as a strategy as follows:
a'l(

(
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irl
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soruce:

Technology

Progress

incremental

.$rrr

as effort to

(Jasfar F., 2005).

such a result output, but modification from
service that there (Jasfar.F, 2005). Radical
innovation that is offered to consumer shows a
certain previous service is not available

(Barnes,

it,

such as those
using "A
bY
com
which mn am.azon
loyal
build
base
as
technology first-mover"
significant
consumer gets profit competes

defend position compete

(Groruoos,
Ivtrodfiedofse** rrnr"g.r*d ardlvlarletirg MaI$EiIrt
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Support of SME self-help

2.3 Small and Medium Business Research
The SMEs approach has been developed
in close corporation with well experienced
organization in the field of SME promotion,
such as Swisscorttact (Swiss Foundation for
Technical Cooperation), Switzerland,

Springfield Centre, Durham (t

etc.)

a

Small
Business Centre, Durham University Business
School, (tIK) Besides above conceptual

and regular contact rvith clients

Business orientation: SME it self is
enterprise that aims to become financially
independent by selling services. Clients
SMEs contribute to program cost based
selling on their economic abilities. For
cost not covered by SMEs. SME must find
sponsors among supporting institution.

Shimp and Dyer (1981). The

high

credence nature of business services typically
results in customers is being more likely to
rely on prior expectations, so that satisfaction
for business services is likely to be evaluated

both the owners and employees of these
it is in both the personal and
financial interests of business owners and
employees, and broader national economic
interests, to increase the success rate of SME

businesses. Thus,

businesses.

One way that SMEs business can improve
-,

purchase behavior. More generally, "eustomer
loyalty is a prime contributor in sustainable
growth" for SME businesses (Valas 2005,
Rebekah R.B. and Leonard V. C., 2007).

2.4

SME Products and Services
products are tailor made to
satis$z specific client needs, there is no
permanent product line. At present, the
following products are available:

As SME

naturally. Thus, satisfaction is likely to be an
important driver of loyalty in business settings,
as it implies an evaluation of a brand's
performance based on a small business'
experience with past purchases of the brand.
Satisfaction is well researched for
consumer services (Curran et al., 2003;
Ganesh et al., 2000). Many empirical studies
show that satisfaction is an antecedent of
brand attitude, brand intention, and attitudinal
brand loyalty for consumer services (Oliver.
1980; Pritchard et al.. 1999; Shimp and Dyer.
19Bl). However, research on satisfaction and
loyalty from the perspectives of business
purchasing and business services is not well
documented (Patterson et al., 1997)

2.7

Technical, managerial and business
administration training for both single

Customer Evaluation towards Service
Quatify

Differing from product,

consumer

evaluation towards service quality happens
during service delivery process. Quality must
be begun from customer need and ending in
consumer perception (Kotler, 2005)
In this case mean that good quality image
not based on viewpoint or side perception that
prepare service, but based on viewpoint or

enterprises and groups.
Business counseling and guidance

Designing business plans, especially for
credit applications, business diagnoses and
analysis

of

Business Service

2.6

economy, which has significant impacts for

Organization

and

problems.

small scale of thcir operations.
This can lead to increased business failure
and higher bankuptcy rates than the broader

.

business

therefore fully aware of their needs and

organizations, such as training and financing
institutions. The SME concept is the result of 5
years experience in SME promotion through
cooperation between "Yayasan Mandiri" and
Swisscontact. The original project started in
1989 in Bandung with an enlarged scope of
activities in i995.
SME business is a significant contributor
to the economies of most developed countries.
I{owever, many SME businesses suffer from a
lack of resources and because of the typically

r
.

Long term orientation: As

development takes time, many clients
cooperate with SME on long term basis.
Need orientation: SME staff are in close

support, SME services are also designed in
close cooperation with various Indonesian

.

Characieristics of SME

2.5

K)

its operations is through the stabilization of
cash flows and revenues through repeat

group

(associations, cooperatives, foundations,

business meetings and

exhibitions

consumer perception.

l9l

Since the feeling

2.8 Service QualitY Dimensions
ln the service industry. many service

concept, it may differ among different settings
and eihnical groups. The concern of service

quality models have been developed' Gronroos
studies and
&oOol integrates several previous
proposes a servrce quality *99-:1 skill'
uttiira". and behavior, accessibility and

flexibility, reliabitity and

quality may differ among'different countries'
ih" irrpoi"n"" and perception of service
quality are highly dependent on customers'
values and beliefs (Frer et al,2002)

trustworthiness'

service recovery, atmosphere, reputation and

credibility.
Following Van Looy (et a1', 1998), aideal
service quatrty dimension model must fulfill
some conditions, among others like next'
r Dimension must has comprehensive unit
a
Model must has universal
a
Each dimension in model that submitted

2.10 ConcePtual Design

Reliability
Responsiveness
Assurance

must has free.
Best dimension total is iimited'

Parasuraman (et al', 1988), ln
service quality dimension, connection is very
strong between communication, competence'

While

coufilsy, credibility, reliabiiity, and security 'and then merged them into one dimension that
Besides, the connection is
is called

"rruirn"..
strong between access
also very

.

Perceived
Service Quality

EmPathY

Tangibles

Operation'
Source: Modified of Service Management:
;;;;;y ura t,ro.*ution Technologv (Fritzsimmons and
Fritzsimmons, 2001).

and

understanding, and then merged them into one
dimension that is called emPathY'

So that in the end Zeithaml et' Al 1996
(Umar, 2003) propose five services qualities
jimensions that are: reliabilitY'
responsiveness, assurance, empathy, and

tangibles.

i.

2.9

of quality is a subject

Perceived Service QuaIitY

Quality is judged subjectivelY

bY

consumers and is a difficult concept to assess'

particularly in tourism experience (Kvist and
kl"frjo, ioool. The quality of the- service
encounter involves two significant elements:
service personnel and the service setting
(Gabbott and Hogg, 1998)' - There
characteristics of service persorurel should be
(i)
taken into account (Crzepiel et a1', 1985):
with
associated
is
which
employees expertise,
fleiibllity, and responsibility to the
"r*tl,rity,
customeis; (2) employees attitude, which is
related to their openness', friendliness, and
empathy; (3) the demography of the- service
pro"ider, which is related to gender, and
educational level. The service setting refers to
contact environment. Maslow and Mintz
(i953) suggest that aesthetically pleasing
physical surroundings and physical content
can influence people's mental state'

3.

Research MethodologY
The population of the study refers to all
food and beverage companies which exist in
East Java that is small and medium industrial
as many as 1153, so.the taken
"o*purri".,
,u*it" must be enough representatives which
*"u.r, that all featurei or characteristics exist
taken
i"-fopufution can be reflected from the
as
r.1j1[1n
;;pil . Sampie magnitude. trrat (2009) that
*utiyut 117. iollowing Arikunto
all
totai enough representative in meaning
population
features or characteristics exist in
can rePresenton
Table 2- Supposed Sample Total Based
Industrial
Indonesia Businiss FieH Classtfication
SMEs qt East Java

Jemher
Pasr:ruan

Jav4 BPS (2002)
Source: Directorate Companies at East
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(X2), Assurance (X3, EmPathY (X4'
iunliUt"t (X5 and according to Xl's0'
is
mattematics, X2, X3, X4 and X5

3.1

ValiditY Test
The stuiY uses Primary data, that ts
collected through distributing questionnaires
with closed questions,'and scale measurement
of Likert scale (1) representing for very
Validity
disagree and (5) for strongly agree'
of
quality
indicates
that
a degree
valid
A
"onrtitrt"u
2009)'
;;i;g valid (Arikunto,
instriment is called valid if it is able to
measure what is required' The low or high
validity of an instrument will indicate how far
the coilected data deviates from the illustrated

variables and for validity

7'177
tlren Perceived Service Quality is

or B1 of

o

Regression coefficient
unit will
states that every addition of one

followecl with Perceived Service
Quality (Y) of 0.321Regression coefficient or 02 of 0'189'
will
states that every addition of one unit
Service
be followed with Perceived
Quality (Y) of 0.i89
Regression coefficient or 03 of 0'333'
will
states that every addition of one unit
Sen'ice
Perceived
he followed with
Quatity (Y) of 0.333.
Regression coefficient or A4 of 0'211'
will
states that every addition of one unit
be followed with Perceived Service
QualitY (Y) of 0'21 1'
Regression coefficient or 65 of 0'619'
will
states that every addition of one unit
be followed with Perceived Service

be

o
r

analysis

questionnaire test to 38 samples used'

3.2

ReliabilitY Test

n

Reliability refers to a concept that an
instrument is quite trustworthy to be used for
data collection (Arikunto, 2009)' A good
instrument shall not be tendentious or
directing the respondents to choose certain

.

,rrr*".rl If the data really represents the fact'
will
regardless how many times it is taken'.it
giie the same result. To measure a reliability
iate of an instrument, a consistent internal
or
method is adopted, uamely coefficient alpha
to
counted
is
that
Alpha
known as Cronbach's
(variable
scale
each
of
estimate the reliability
or observed indicator). The following table
shows the result of reliability test using
Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of each item and
instrument construction' The reliability is
tested with SPSS version 15'00 (Singgih'
if the
2007). An instrument is said reliable
2005)'
(Maihotra,
>
coefficient value 0.60

Quality (Y) of 0.619.

So that from multiple linear regression

it can be concluded that the biggest
."g."..ion coefltcient is 0'619' Such fact
in

analysis,

iniicatea that the most dominant variable

the analysis is variable tangible'

Test SimultaneouslY (F Test)

4.2
I { In the F test or simultaneous hlpothesis

with
test, it indicates that F count is 42'375
probability
the
level signihcance 0'000, where
the
(0.000)-is far smaller than 0'05' Then'
predict
)"gr"t.lorr model can be used to words
p.l""it"a Service Quality or in other
(X2)'
Reliability (X1), Responsiveness
Tangibles
Assurancl (X3), fmpathr(Xa) and
Perceived
the
(X5) simultaneously infiuence

4. Results
4.1 MultiPle Linear Regressions

By using connection model causal that

built with multiple regression model:

Y=a*61X1 + 02x2+ 63X3+ 04xq+

Service QualitY.

05X5+e'

So, the calculation result shall be

4.3
as

a

follows:
Y=

2.'177 + 0,321

Xl

+ 0,189 X2 + 0,333

x3 + 0,211 X4 + 0.619 X5 + e

The above equation can be intetpreted as
follows:
o Constant ot a of 2'777 states that if
Perceived Service Quality has no relation

with Reliability (X1,

'

0'321'

Test Partial (t Test)

Analysis result that there

is

influence

(X-1)
significant between Reliability
,o?".a. Perceived Service :Quality (Y)'
in
itri, is proved value :t 2'532
<
.ignft"u""" = 0,041 or P 0,041 0'05)'
ii-*"u"t that Reliability (x1) can be us.ed
for the basis towards Perceived Service

Quality (Y).
Analysis result that there is no influence
(X2)
significant between Responsiveness

Responsiveness
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ll
i
t.

,

o

.

service effort, needed specific definition
operationally applicable at each service of

towards Perceived Service Quality (Y),
This is proved value t : 1.819 in
significance : 0,021 or P : 0,021 < 0,05.
It means that Responsiveness (X2) can be
used for the basis towards Perceived
Service Quality (Y)
Analysis result t[at there is influence
significant between Assurance (X3)
towards Perceived Service Quality (Y).
This is proved value t - 1.0218 in
significance : 0,042 or p : 0,042 < 0,05).
It means that Assurance (X3) can be used
for the basis towards Perceived Service
Qualiry (Y).
Analysis result that there is no influence

types industries.

.

Importance and necessary pay attention
if a has competitor area internal issue,
so first attention not decision to does
internal efficiency, liking depress cost or
reducing of employee, but try to change
strategy with improvement quality and
braiding connection tighter with

that

.

consumer.

Necessary pay attention, service quality
enhanced at loose ends auiomatic increase
cost, because some improvement will not
want cost that will decrease income.

significant between Empathy (X4) towards

.

Perceived Service Quality (Y), This is
proved value t : 0.654 in significance :
0,021 or P : 0,021 < 0,05. It means that
Empathy (X$) can be used for the basis
towards Perceived Service Quality (Y)

Analysis result that there

is

influence
significant between Tangible (X5) towards
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